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Some 50.55a Problems:
* 50.55a Limitations/Modifications (L/M) on

Section XI Continue to Expand

. Most L/M since 1999 not submitted for ASME
consensus standards consideration to allow
resolution before approval of the Code action

* 50.55a increasingly complex and difficult to
understand potentially leading to licensee errors

* 50.55a will remain complex for years to come as
L/M remain for older editions and addenda
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Actions to Address Some of
These Problems

- NRC Staff needs to identify concerns early in
ASME Code actions and include in consensus
standards considerations to allow possible
resolution before approval of the Code action

- ASME BPV SCXI initiative to review current
50.55a L/M and resolve where possible
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SCXI Initiative
Initiate actions to consider each 50.55a L/M
on Section XI and each RG J .147 Condition
- If agree with the L/M or condition, process

change to incorporate
- If disagree, document reasons and formally

vote at SCXI to document the SCXI position

* Periodically transmit SCXI positions to
NRC via ASME letter for reconsideration
by NRC
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Status of SCXI Initiative
* Actions for review of 50.55a L/M and RG

1.147 conditions are in process
- Need to update to include 50.55a Rule changes

effective Nov. 1, 2004 -

* Two Code changes have resolved two
50.55a L/M

* Five Code Case revisions have addressed
RG 1.147 conditions
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